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Chair’s comment
In June the Campaign will be twenty years
old. What were you doing twenty years
ago?
For some of our readers the question will
be impossible to answer because they
weren't even born twenty years ago. For
me, I had just married and was about to
start an adventure of living in a different
country. I wasn't living in Cambridge and
wasn't cycling to work every day.

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add your
voice to those of our 1,100 members by joining the
Campaign.
Membership costs are:
£3.50 Budget (no paper newsletter will normally
be provided)
£17.50 Individual
£22.50 Household
£100 Donor
For this, you get six newsletters a year, discounts at a
large number of bike shops, and you will be supporting
our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling club,
but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling for
public benefit and representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.

For some people in Cambridge, twenty
years ago saw an increasing amount of
frustration. The recipe today would look
pretty simple. You start with a hostile road
environment around the city centre, then
add in a dose of restrictions on cycling,
and politicians who don't understand the
benefits of cycling. Those politicians
banned cycling through the city centre,
forcing everybody to skirt around the
edge. The Campaign was formed initially
to try to overturn that ban.
Remember, twenty years ago there was no
comprehensive core traffic scheme, and
the growth of car traffic was an accepted
reality. Just twenty years before that,
Elizabeth Way Bridge had cut its way
through the middle of housing to link the
north and south banks of the river, East
Road was going to be widened to at least
four lanes, and traffic lights at the Lensfield Road/Fen Causeway junction had
been shown to impede the flow of cars,
even though the consequences were that
it is still the worst junction in the city for
people walking or cycling.

Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first Tuesday of
each month, 7.30pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm at the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.
Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2014-2015
Chair (and Charity Chair) – Robin Heydon
Vice-Chair (and Charity Secretary) – Hester Wells
Treasurer (and Charity Treasurer) – Chris Dorling
Events Officer – Vacant
Liaison Officer – Martin Lucas-Smith
Membership Secretary – Sue Edwards
Planning Officer – Colin Rosenstiel
Press Officer – Vacant
Recruitment Officer – Tom McKeown
Schools and Outreach Officer – Vacant
Web Officer – Neil Spenley
Campaigners – Richard Burgess, Jim Chishlom, Monica
Frisch, John Hall, Oscar Hughes, Richard Jennings and
Al Storer

Twenty years ago, there was no Jane
Coston Bridge. Jane was still campaigning
for the vital link that now allows hundreds
of people to cross the A14 every day.
Gilbert Road was a hostile obstacle course
of cars parked in the narrow advisory cycle
lanes.
When I first moved to Cambridge fifteen
years ago, I walked to work every day. The
exercise was good for me, and the
distance not particularly great. Within six
months we had moved to one of the
necklace villages and I started to drive or
be driven to work. Conversations quickly
moved to discussing if we could afford to
buy a second car. We couldn't, but did buy
a motorbike.

Contacting the Campaign
Campaign Officer – Roxanne De Beaux
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Llandaff Chambers, 2 Regent Street
Cambridge CB2 1AX
(01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign
Newsletter Editor – Paul Unwin
This newsletter is printed on FSC approved paper by
Cambridge Copy Studio
JH

Motorbiking to work was reasonable, but I
didn't trust myself to be sensible all the
time. I knew I had to do something
different, and a few people who lived just
around the corner from me and who

worked at the same
company cycled, so
I thought I'd give it
a go. I bought a new
bicycle, my existing
one being a $100
special from Walmart, and started to
ride to work. I enjoyed the cycling, but
didn't enjoy the traffic.
The catalyst to my change was the
proposal to create a cycleway from my
village to the next village. I joined the
Campaign, sent in consultation responses,
and watched eagerly as the new cycleway
was built. I then started cycling the new
longer way to work every day along this
new cycleway. Then the Busway was
built, and that again transformed the
experience.

I joined the Campaign
because individually I
couldn't change the
world, but together with
thousands of others I
knew I could
I'm just one person. I joined the
Campaign because individually I couldn't
change the world, but together with
thousands of others I knew I could.
Together we can make a difference. We
can campaign for better and safer
cycleways. We can campaign for linking
up the villages to help solve traffic
problems. We can campaign to make
space for cycling on the major roads, and
help transform the city.
There is a still a lot to do. If you are
reading this and are not a member, then I
would suggest that you join. Just like me,
it could transform your life, your
commutes, or just your ability to be
active. Cycling has improved my life. I'm
fitter and healthier. I've had fantastic
cycling holidays. And I know a lot more
amazing people through the Campaign
than I ever would have done by just
sitting in a car.
Together, we can create a Cambridge that
in twenty years’ time will be as different
and as good for cycling as Cambridge
today is, when compared to twenty years
ago.
Robin Heydon
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120 newsletters!
This is Newsletter number 120! The first one came out in July
1995 and the lead article announced the launch of Cambridge
Cycling Campaign ‘at a lively public meeting on Friday June 16
at Parkside College, attended by about a hundred people’. So
this year is also our 20th anniversary.
There have been a lot of changes since 1995: in Cambridge, in
cycling and in the Campaign. But throughout, the newsletter
has documented what has been going on: campaigning
against cycling bans, for cycle parking, for better, safer and
more cycling; cycle rides; meetings and more. It has provided
information, for cyclists, for councillors, and for decisionmakers.
Over the years it has changed in style, from monochrome and
largely text to full colour with photographs from issue 100.

The 50th newsletter, in October 2003, had a cover made up of
the covers of the previous 49 issues, showing the changes in
style. Scrolling through the back copies - all are available
online at www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/previous.html one is struck by the enormous range of topics covered, the use
of maps - though OpenStreetMap has replaced the handdrawn maps in the earlier newsletters - and the constant
emphasis on improving provision for cycling. But all the time it
has been an attractive, high-quality publication, produced to
professional standards thanks to a dedicated, conscientious
group of contributors, editors and proofreaders. We couldn't do
it without you. Your help continues to be essential and much
needed. Thank you.
Monica Frisch

An introduction from our new Campaign Officer
The Campaign recently announced the appointment of Roxanne
De Beaux as the new Cycling Campaign Officer. Roxanne is the
first full-time employee of the Campaign and will be providing
support for our many volunteers.
My mother cannot believe that I have grown up to be so passionate about cycling. She still remembers the little girl who
just could not learn to ride a bike and who seemed to have an
uncanny knack for finding the one and only tree in the vicinity,
and then crashing into it. I remember longing to have the
freedom of two wheels and wondering when I would finally
master the elusive bicycle. I got there eventually - but I was
certainly not a natural. Perhaps now I am making up for lost
time?
Once I had conquered the bicycle, I loved it. I think I was from
one of the last generations in Australia to have the freedom to
roam the street with my friends, and with our bicycles we
really had some adventures. However, as a teenager it was no
longer cool to cycle and sadly I put my bike away and joined
the car-centric world of suburban Perth.
I relocated to Melbourne after university and had to sell my
car. I was lucky to move into a share-house with two keen
cyclists who encouraged me to get a bike. I found myself a
very cute (but not very practical) red, vintage, three-speed

bicycle. It was not very
practical because I lived at the
top of a very steep hill, and
once the gears broke it was
impossible to cycle up. But my
bike fulfilled its purpose and I
was able to get to and from
the supermarket and get my
weekly chores done without
having to rely on the slow and
overcrowded tram.
Despite the high number of
bikes in my household, cycling
was not common in the rest of
my world. I did not know
anyone else who cycled and
my friends saw me as a
novelty. However, I had
Roxanne De Beaux.
realised the flexibility my bike
could offer - I could go
anywhere, at any time, for free! One party I attended was at a
friend's house, three kilometres from the nearest train station
from which I used my (now gearless) bike to cycle to the party.
I am not sure how it happened but for some reason the rumour

è
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I believe cycling is suitable for every occasion - including weddings.
spread that I had instead cycled the 30-odd kilometres to get
there. But maybe it was fate because one other cyclist became
a particular admirer.
Meanwhile, a new manager encouraged me to start cycling for
my commute and I realised the amazing benefits that cycling
to work could offer. I had an off-road cycle route along the
beautiful Yarra River, giving fantastic vistas of the city. The
money I saved on transport provided a guilt-free coffee every
day with change to spare. I was less stressed, and didn't have
to worry about missing the train, which was often filled to
bursting point. I arrived at work earlier with significantly
higher levels of energy. I could also use my bike to zip around
town to meet friends for lunch.
By now my confidence had grown so much I was looking for a
new challenge and I would follow my ‘big brother’ housemates
on weekend rides up to 60 kilometres, all on my rusty red bike.
It was time to brave the world of carbon fibre, disc brakes and
other technical mumbo-jumbo to buy my first road bike. Now I
could go further and faster and just over a year after I
purchased that old red bike I completed the 210 kilometre
‘Around the Bay Challenge’. Waiting for me at the finish line
was a certain aforementioned admirer.
Not many people can say that their first date with their now
husband involved an awkward bump to the head with a
helmet - but it must have been an effective strategy because
here we are today. Our early romance was in the middle of a
beautiful Melbourne summer where we would ride into the
city centre to meet on the banks of the Yarra River to share
picnics, race each other and head off on adventures. From our
first date to the present day, the bicycle has been central to
our story. So much so that we cycled together to our wedding,
alongside the Yarra River, much to the delighted surprise of
our family and friends.
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Bigger and better adventures awaited us: during our travels in
South America my husband was flown to Cambridge for an
interview. While I was sitting in a hostel in Bolivia he sent me
picture after picture of summer in Cambridge and cyclists
everywhere. I had never been to Cambridge, barely even to the
UK, but I knew that this was the kind of city I wanted to live in
and immediately started making plans for the move.

I am absolutely honoured to have a job
that allows me to work with so many
people who share my passion for cycling
So here we are, nearly two years later, living in Cambridge. I
now have a shiny gold, new and improved version of that old
red bike. I love exploring Cambridge and its surroundings by
bicycle and while the city has lived up to all my expectations, I
know that it can be so much more. I am absolutely honoured
to have a job that allows me to work with so many people who
share my passion for cycling. I am beyond impressed at the
extensive knowledge and the amount of hard work that has
been applied to the Cambridge Cycling Campaign - which has
been run by volunteers for 20 years. I hope my appointment as
the Campaign's first employee will help to take these efforts
even further and help make Cambridge one of the world's
leading examples of a cycling city.
Do you have a passion for cycling? Why and when did it start?
Has Cambridge changed during your cycling years? As part of
our 20th anniversary we would like to hear your stories, and
see your pictures and share them with our members. Please
email contact@camcycle.co.uk to share your story.
Roxanne De Beaux
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Drawing and painting competition for kids
Cambridge Cycling Campaign would love to know how local
children see the world of cycling in Cambridge. If your child, or a
child you know, likes to draw or to paint, please encourage them
to submit a colourful picture about cycling to us before 21 June.
The best entries will be printed in the newsletter!
Please include the entrant's name and age, plus a stamped and
addressed envelope if you would like the submission returned. If
you would to like submit a digital entry, just email it to us.

Send your entries to:
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Llandaff Chambers
2 Regent Street
Cambridge
CB2 1AX
contact@camcycle.org.uk

Campaign Strategy Day - looking at the ‘how’
Sunday 26 April was the Campaign's annual Strategy Day. This
year we took a slightly different approach, with the aim of
exploring ‘how’ the Campaign should work rather than ‘what’
should be worked on.
The day started with some stakeholder identification and
analysis activities to understand the groups that hold
influence and power over cycling in Cambridge, as well as
identifying the quality of our relationships with them.
Following this we looked at some of the ways we can use our
resources to work effectively with these groups, helping to
increase influence with regards to cycling and to improve our
engagement and relationships. We focused particularly on
developers and Campaign members.

Working in teams to map stakeholders on the ‘Stakeholder Matrix’.

Identifying the Campaign's many stakeholders .

Challenging each other and comparing the results.
We finished the day with an exercise in understanding the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign brand to crystallise what we
want the brand to mean in and around Cambridge. It became
clear that, while the Campaign is well regarded by decision
makers who are aware of our hard work and the effectiveness
of the Campaign, it is still necessary to increase the level of
engagement with the ‘everyday cyclists’ of Cambridge.
The insights from the day are now being pulled together to
help guide our activities, which will assist us in achieving the
‘what’ of the Campaign: safer, better and more cycling.
Roxanne De Beaux
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What difference has the Campaign made to you?
As we come to our 20th birthday we'd like to know what
Some examples might include:
difference the Campaign has made to you in all that time. The
‘Instead of a car parking space in front of my house there are
list of projects we've worked on is long but some of the
now four cycle racks.’
highlights include:
‘I can cycle through the city centre again.’
● the lifting of the daytime ban on cycling in some central
streets
‘When friends visit there are lots of options for taking them
cycling.’
● the Chisholm Trail (still work in progress)
Alternatively, send us an image showing something that has
● our bi-monthly newsletter
changed as a result of Campaign efforts - either by email or
● the on-road cycle lanes in Gilbert Road
using twitter.
● the conversion of one-way streets to two-way cycling.
Have these helped you? Or perhaps there is something else
the Campaign has done that has made your cycling life that
little bit easier?
All we're asking for is a short sentence, and a name, from you
that we'd like to publish in our forthcoming newsletter and
that will help evoke the spirit of the Campaign.

Please send your comments and images to:
contact@camcycle.org.uk or use #camcycle20 on Twitter
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Llandaff Chambers
2 Regent Street
Cambridge
CB2 1AX
Robin Heydon
Chair, Cambridge Cycling Campaign

More delay at the Chesterton station?
It now seems unlikely that the new station at Chesterton can
be delivered by May 2016. Of course, this delay isn't all bad
news, as it should offer opportunities to re-consider some
issues. I don't pretend to understand all the issues (and I don't
know anyone who does) but some explanation may help.
It now appears that Network Rail intends to re-submit its
planning application for the railway station in May, this time
to South Cambridgeshire District Council. I had thought that
given this was Network Rail land it would be ‘permitted’ work,
as was the island platform at the main station, but this seems
not to be so - planning permission was required as the land
had never before been used as a station. Permission had been
granted to the county council, but Network Rail is required to
apply for its own permission owing to a change in funding.
With a lot of work behind the scenes, it also seems issues
about Cowley Road and the parallel, disused Network Rail
access road can be solved. The previous application had
‘conditions’ about the improvement of cycling and foot access.
It was necessitated by the need to spend a time-limited
Department for Transport (DfT) grant by April 2015. DfT has
now agreed to that spend being delayed. Access to the
Network Rail road is complicated by other developments in
the area. These include the moving of the aggregates
terminal, with consequent re-arrangement of the sidings, for
which a county council ‘minerals’ planning approval is
required, and subsequent development of the released land
(the CB4 development).

bridge it would be a short cycle ride or even a walk. It gives a
better chance that the implications of the Eastern Area Action
Plan will lead to a more integrated plan.
We also have another chance to secure, at the least, passive
provision for a separate ‘ungated’ footbridge and eastern
entrance to the station. The Fen Road crossing is a clear
danger, especially for vulnerable road users, as there is no
footway. A second bridge over the railway at the station, but
without access to the platforms, would give more direct and
safer access to schools, shops and employment from Fen Road.
It may not be possible to combine this with the currently
proposed platform access bridge, but just providing foundations in the proposed platforms would cost little extra when
all the required plant is on-site, and would vastly reduce the
cost of placing a steel structure there at a later date.

We must grasp the opportunities the
delay now offers

So what new opportunities does this delay offer?

At the North Area Committee meeting in February, where
Network Rail gave a very brief presentation, locals expressed
concern about overflow car parking, with one person saying
that 6,000 spaces would be needed. I think such fears,
although clearly exaggerated, are real. I don't think this will be
a major P&R railhead, and we may even find that more people
arrive by train, to proceed to their place of work by foot or
bike, than depart by train each morning. Such action could
even reduce private car traffic in the A14/Milton Road area!

Clearly, the resolution to use the Network Rail road is crucial,
and new plans for this and Cowley Road must be a condition
of any new planning permission. It might even give an
opportunity for the Abbey-Chesterton cycle and footbridge to
open at the same time as the station. Without this bridge
many may start to drive to the new station, when with the

It is a little depressing that this new station is yet again
delayed, but we must grasp the opportunities the delay now
offers. We may all feel we are being held to ransom in this
area, but does anyone understand who is being held to ransom
and by whom?
Jim Chisholm
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Key:
Yellow: Business parks
Violet: Sewage works
Green: Golf driving range &
old park and ride car park
Pink: Industrial areas

Map

Purple: Network Rail land
Dark Purple: Aggregates depot
Orange: Agreed car park
Red: Agreed new station
Blue dashes: Extension to
Busway
Red X: Level crossing

Ð
Location of Cambridge North Station in Chesterton.

Busway link already under construction.

(Reproduced from Newsletter 117)
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Cars in the community
There are proposals for a new housing development in
Cambridge with a difference: at the centre of the development
will be a car-free street.
Proposers say, ‘We've opted to have a completely car-free
street on our site as we feel that this will help to foster a
stronger community by preventing the “split” of an actual road.
It will give us a communal space between our houses that can
be utilised in many ways and which won't be dominated by the
car, as many streets are now. This means children can play out,
adults can get together and we can use the space
productively.'
The development in Orchard Park, known as K1
( www.cambridge-k1.co.uk ), is proposed as a local example of
cohousing. A cohousing community has features of communal
living, such as the possibility of shared meals, gardening and
workshops, while each household still has its own private
space. Shared resources reduce environmental impact, and
houses will be built to Passivhaus standards*, where natural
light and heat are used to minimise energy bills. Walking,
cycling and public transport are also key parts of the proposals. It is a planned community, where participants have
decided that they want to live more closely with neighbours.

means parents no longer let their children play outside. When
Bristol resident Alice Ferguson wanted to encourage children
to play in her street she got the council to close it to throughtraffic for three hours. The idea was so successful it resulted in
the creation of not-for-profit group Playing Out
( playingout.net ), which supports communities around the
country to help create an environment where children can play
safely where they live. They say:
With fewer children playing out, yours probably won't think
of it or enjoy it much on their own, and you might not feel
too safe about it either. And why would any of us driving or
walking through residential streets be reminded that these
public spaces belong to children as well as to adults and
cars? Or that children could use them - once again - as places
close to home where they can play, socialise, learn, grow and
be part of a community?

The place of the car
The idea is not to remove the car from urban life. K1 will still
have car parking for residents, and access for refuse collection,
deliveries and removals will still be necessary. But it is essential to realise that roads can have either a major transport
function, or a community function: they cannot have both.
There is a trend in modern British urban planning to think that
attractive paving and street features are the tools of
regeneration for busy urban spaces. But as Appleyard suggests,
people do not take pride in a place they don't want to be in.
The noise, pollution and danger of through-traffic prevent
engagement with public space: it is somewhere to move
through quickly, not to linger in.

Source: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-1PcU7yJon_8/Uxy4MGRzG-I/AAAAAAAAAGI/1R6LY4zDTYo/s1600/DA8.jpg

Severed communities
K1's car-free street is central to supporting the community. As
long ago as 1969, Donald Appleyard was studying the effect of
traffic on quality of life. The resulting work, Livable Streets,
showed how streets with higher levels of motor traffic result
in fewer people knowing and interacting with their
neighbours, especially those on opposite sides of a busy road.
The work has been replicated in different places since then.
Heavy traffic is associated with a withdrawal from the
physical environment, [whereas] residents of the street with
low traffic show an acute, critical, and appreciative
awareness and care for the physical environment.

Child's play
Recently Nigel Farage bemoaned that children no longer play
football in the streets, blaming social and racial divides for
this change. It seems more obvious that an increase in car use

In Houten in the Netherlands it is common to find streets
where walking and cycling take place at the front of the house,
with access for cars at the back, or parking at a little distance
in shared residents’ car parks. Dutch car ownership per head of
population is slightly higher than the UK, and they need to
store their cars somewhere. But the convenience of cycle
access, and the design of low-traffic residential streets, along
with segregated cycle tracks on main roads, make cycling the
safe and obvious choice for local travel, even when you need a
car for other journeys.

Integration
But the example of Houten hints at why individual developments can only go so far in Cambridge. Until integration of
high-quality pedestrian and cycle infrastructure is city wide,
ideas like this can fail as soon as people realise that while
they can step outside their front door in safety, they can't
complete their journey safely without a car. Front doors get
ignored in favour of back doors which go directly to parking.
Footways get parked on because no one is using them.
Orchard Park does at least have good connections along the
Busway and to the new train station. But crossing multiple
lanes on King's Hedges Road is a different matter, and Histon
Road's narrow painted cycle lanes are next to useless. King's
Hedges itself, designed in the ‘60s, has common park area
between front doors for neighbourly interaction, play, off-road
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Cycle street in Houten, with housing facing the cycle street and footway. Car parking is at the rear of this housing.
walking and cycling connections, but is
bounded by major roads without good
cycle routes.
It is a pattern across all new developments in Cambridge that, even where
internal road layouts are designed to be
cycle-friendly, high-quality connections
to the rest of Cambridge are absent.
Multi-lane, high-capacity junctions
suggest that developers aren't really
convinced people will walk or cycle.
Multi-stage crossings with sharp turns
put walking and cycling at the back of
the queue for access, as at the NorthWest Cambridge development (see
Newsletter 116 www.camcycle.org.uk/
newsletters/116/article7.html ).
A wider vision for the city is required:
one which puts people at its heart, and
in doing so encourages those modes of
travel which support community rather
than sever it, and which encourages
interaction with our neighbours and play
on the doorstep rather than isolated
pockets of houses and designated and
remote play space.
Hester Wells
* For standard see: www.
passivhaus.org.uk/standard.jsp?id=122

Junction of Lawrence Weaver Road and Huntingdon Road showing complicated multistage crossing.
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Cherry Hinton High Street
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As part of a wider initiative to deal with the corridor
between Cherry Hinton and Addenbrooke’s including the
Robin Hood junction, plans [see link below] have been
published for consultation on replacing the traffic calming
in Cherry Hinton High Street with something more rational.
But could there possibly be space to deal with parking and
other competing demands as well as bikes, or will lanes just
get overrun by cars?
David Earl
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/CHHSimprovements

The extremely nasty way in which narrow cycle lanes and narrow
car lanes converge at each mini roundabout would be replaced
with raised junctions.

The awful quantum shifts to the left and right currently required
of cyclists would disappear.

The shopping centre in the High Street would become a kind of
shared space. A previous attempt by the county council to remove
the pedestrian crossing was roundly defeated, so it seems likely
there will be a battle over this once again.

Narrow and short, but segregated, channels at the moment would
be replaced by 1.5m cycle lanes just separated by white lines, but
would go behind some of the bus stops as on the Huntingdon
Road and Hills Road schemes currently under construction.
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A young person's perspective
Following on from my article in Newsletter 118 I wondered if
young people who cycle to school actually wish to do so, or
whether it is merely a matter of necessity. I've friends who
have a teenage son who is now at Long Road Sixth Form
College, so thought I'd quiz him on transport matters as I
know he has ridden a bike around Cambridge for several years
now.
How old were you when you started cycling regularly and what
sort of distances?
I started cycling to school around the age of ten. But when I
started secondary school, cycling to school was great for
socialising because we could all go off and play on our bikes
without our parents. We got into BMXing and did a lot of
cycling. Distance-wise, it was a couple of miles to primary
school, only half a mile to secondary, whereas sixth-form
college is five miles away. I'll cycle up to 15 miles for work or
social purposes.
Do you feel you have advantages over people who don't cycle?
I have much more free time because I don't have to wait
around for buses. I have more freedom to do whatever,
whenever. I only wish I had taken the bus or been driven when
it is raining or windy, otherwise I would much rather cycle. It
gives me so much more independence. If I didn't cycle then
travelling to work would take much longer, and also it means I
can be a flexible worker because I am only relying on myself
for transport. It means I can be very active socially as I can
meet up with friends whenever I want, and go out at any time.
It means that my friends and I can go and enjoy the city fully
by exploring places on bikes. Also it's great for things like
going to the pub in the evening and going to gigs that finish
late at night.
When I was at college cycling was very unpopular. What's the
culture like for college students nowadays?
Cycling is generally the ‘norm’ to get to and from college if
you live in Cambridge. I've noticed that people who don't live
in Cambridge and travel from further afield do see it as a
weird thing, but I just feel sorry for them because they don't
know the freedom they are missing out on. I didn't do it on
purpose but pretty much 98% of my friends are like me in the
way that we cycle everywhere, although I do notice in other
groups of people my age that cycling isn't so much of a thing.
The whole fixed-gear thing has really taken off and it is seen
as a fashionable thing to have at the moment, so there are a
lot more people my age getting into cycling because of this. I
have three bikes for different riding. I've got a mountain bike
for going on muddy rides through fields and trails. I have a
fixed-gear bike for town riding and for going to college and
work on. I also have a racer that I use for longer rides and
touring.
Many young people also want to learn to drive. Do you find
cycling changes your perspectives on driving a car?
I think that riding a bike makes you more in tune with
everything because you are outside in the elements. Riding a
bike is definitely part of a free way of life that people who
don't cycle wouldn't understand. I am learning to drive. I do
feel that already being confident on the roads as a cyclist has

helped me as a driver because I know how to deal with
situations and other vehicles on the road. It also means that I
am very considerate with cyclists, for example giving them
lots of room, holding back and not intimidating them.

Riding a bike is definitely part of a free
way of life that people who don't cycle
wouldn't understand
Will you continue to cycle in the future, even when you have
learned to drive?
If I decide to buy a car I would still much rather cycle on a
day-to-day basis for journeys around town. I would only ever
need the car for when the weather is terrible or if I need to
travel a long distance. But I would still rather take my bike on
a train for a long journey, to be honest.

«
I thought these were some very refreshing answers, especially
the realisation that if you can cycle everywhere, you are your
own boss in terms of time and organisation. What disturbed
me, from a campaigning point of view, was discovering that
classmates who use the bus by necessity haven't ‘got’ the
reason why those who can cycle, do so. If those distant
colleagues were to find themselves living in a place where
cycling was the obvious choice for most transport, would they
choose it? It is promising that a large proportion of young
people are already using a bicycle as a useful and liberating
form of transport, but how do we sell this viewpoint to others?
Young people who grow up reliant on motorised transport by
necessity need to discover that, if circumstances change,
cycling can be the most practical solution. Many of these
young people will end up moving away for university or jobs.
How can we encourage this young man to take his practical
lifestyle choice with him when he moves away, and to possibly
market cycling to those who may never have thought of it?
Heather Coleman

20th Anniversary Celebration
16 June 2015
Come and join us in front of the
Guildhall for a group ride followed by a
picnic celebration. Details will be
provided on Twitter (@camcycle
#camcycle20), our website, and with an
email to members.
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Cambridge Community Speedwatch
Police-facilitated Community Speedwatch operations across the
county have helped save many villages from the blight of
speeding. The urban environment presents its own challenges.

Watch
On a Sunday lunchtime at Parkside Police Station I sat with
about a dozen other residents from many parts of the city to
hear how Community Speedwatch works and how it will be
introduced into the city. It is basically like ‘Neighbourhood
Watch for cars’. Most had heard about the meeting from alerts
on ‘eCops’ (an email and feedback service provided by the
police giving local information on crime and antisocial
behaviour) and attended because they had specific issues they
were concerned about in addition to speeding, such as ratrunning, traffic volumes and cyclists on footways. Speedwatch
has previously been tried only in villages, and rather has the
image of ‘a bunch of old geezers handing out tickets’.
However, in effect it operates as a data-gathering exercise
helping the police to target their resources more effectively
towards extreme or repeat offenders.

Statistics
Perceptions of the effects of speeding can be quite different
from reality, so every Speedwatch operation has to have a
proven need. At least a week before a Speedwatch exercise is
conducted, a black-box data-gatherer is sited on a nearby
lamppost or other street furniture at a height of three and a

half metres. This unit contains a radar detector and can record
the type (e.g. motorcycle, car, van, bus or lorry) and speed of
all motor traffic passing that point. It does not contain any
camera so cannot collect number plates. Data are collected for
the week before the Speedwatch operation and for the week
afterwards. The results are used to demonstrate the outcome
of the activity, i.e. showing how much excess speeds have
fallen. We were told that a typical data result from these black
boxes might be, for example, 11,000 vehicles recorded in a
week travelling in excess of 40mph in Bluntisham.

Village
A Speedwatch operation comprises a group of three trained
volunteers at a carefully selected location within the village.
They have a big yellow sign clearly showing ‘Community
Speedwatch’. There's an electronic speed display board which
is placed at the side of the road facing oncoming traffic. It has
a radar detector that displays vehicle speed. The volunteers
stand about 20 metres in front of the display board with
clipboards, tally counters and voice recorders. Together they
record the vehicle registration number, and optionally the type
(car, van or motorcycle), colour and make of any passing motor
vehicles that exceed the threshold speed. This is: (speed limit
+ 10% + 2mph).
After the exercise the data are transmitted back to the
Speedwatch officer (known as SPOC - the single point of
contact) who arranges for the data to be checked. Experience
has been that communities are supportive of the Speedwatch
volunteers and that it can be a sociable and friendly activity.

Sting
Letters are sent to the registered keepers informing them that
their vehicles have been recorded as exceeding the speed
limit. There's no threat of fine or prosecution, but the letter is
a warning of what may happen if the speeding continues.
Weeks later the operation may be repeated and if the same
number plates are recorded this can help the police decide
whether to set up an enforcement activity. Repeat offenders
have predictable patterns of speeding and so are easy to catch.
Based on the information collected by the Speedwatch
operations, the traffic cops choose a time and place where
they are likely to catch many offenders. They use different
devices to record speed for collecting evidence that would be
accepted by a court. The Speedwatch officer said that many
villages had been saved from the blight of speeding by these
operations.

Urban
The current challenge is to try operating Speedwatch in an
urban environment. The new equipment can be operated in
20mph areas, if a suitable location on the street can be
identified. Letters will only be sent to offenders travelling at
25mph or more. I'm wary about taking part in this initiative
myself as it may be seen as cyclists taking on motorists. So far
I've only had a lukewarm response from followers of the
relevant thread on Cyclescape
camcycle.cyclescape.org/threads/1750, but if you are
interested do get in touch.
Simon Nuttall
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History of the Reach Ride
The annual bike ride to Reach Fair is the outcome of 20 years of
organising events to celebrate ordinary, everyday cycling. Its
origins lie in the leisurely rides that marked every other Sunday in
the Campaign's early years and the multitude of events worked on
for each ‘Bike Week’.

Hurting
The Campaign formed as a reaction to the extension of the
daytime cycling restriction in the city centre to Fitzroy and
Burleigh Streets, near the then newish Grafton Centre. Top
priority was to grow the membership and get as many people
involved as possible to stop the rot that was putting the future
of cycling in the city in jeopardy. The threat was real and in
the headlines, so volunteers were forthcoming and
enthusiastic. The fortnightly leisurely rides on Sundays were
key to helping the group get to know each other and were part
of the healing process for putting this problem right.

Savvy
Roll forward to the early noughties and the Campaign was
working differently. By then the committee had learned how
the political processes in the city worked and were engaging
effectively in shaping the city's transport policies. That was
ultimately successful in lifting the original daytime cycling ban
in Market and Sidney Streets. Maintaining membership levels
was still a priority - but by then the threat to cycling was not
so obvious and so recruitment had to change. Leisurely rides
were only monthly and we found that it was only possible to

get decent turn-outs if the events were well thought through
and well promoted.

Reality
In 2007 we planned a longer bike ride to Ely and back on the
May bank holiday, taking in the fair at Reach on the way. This
was billed as the 20/50 - those being the return distances in
miles if you went as far as Reach or on to Ely. We started on a
wet morning from Reality Checkpoint, in the middle of Parker's
Piece, and it was horrible weather all the way to Bottisham. I
remember thinking ‘why am I doing this?’ as I had to keep up
the spirits of the 43 other riders whom we took with us into
the type of conditions where wind blows water into your face
for a whole hour. But at Reach it brightened up, and then we
discovered that the place was full of city councillors who turn
up as part of the mayor's entourage. We'd spotted an excellent
lobbying opportunity and resolved in future years to invite
them to ride with us.

Eureka
For several years after that we wrote each January to invite the
mayor to cycle with us from the Guildhall to the event. We
received polite but formal responses informing us dismissively
that the mayor always travels by coach. Then, Councillor
Sheila Stuart became mayor and willingly said she'd do it.
Even better, she showed up wearing a bike-themed edition of
a mayoral chain - made out of a sprocket! Every year since
then the mayor has started the ride from the Guildhall,
wearing this chain, and participant numbers have grown to
well over 800 in recent years.
Simon Nuttall

Free cyclists’ breakfast 1996.

Leisurely rides started from Parker’s Piece 2006.

Dr Bike event 2002.

Cycle-themed exhibition at the City Library
2002.

Picnic Ride 2002.
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The new way to Wimpole
In the Campaign’s December 2012 newsletter (no.105) I wrote
an article about routes from Cambridge to Wimpole Hall,
finding the almost unknown Victoria Drive route from the
Orwell turn (on the A603) to Wimpole - now on the
Cyclestreets route planner (www.cyclestreets.net) and the
National Trust’s website, I’m happy to say. There have been
other changes, notably improvements to the cycle track beside
the A10, giving easier access to Barrington and Orwell – but
there’s still no easy and reasonably direct route.
Therefore it’s excellent to report that South Cambridgeshire
District Council has sponsored the Bike-Bus Explorer, a bus
with a bike trailer that runs on Sundays and bank holiday
Mondays from Cambridge station (also picking up at the west
end of Brooklands Avenue, by the Leys School on Trumpington
Road and on Barton Road) to Wimpole and then in a loop via
Gamlingay. Two services go via Hatley St George to
Gamlingay, then to the Gransdens and Longstowe and back to
Wimpole and Cambridge; two go the other way around – but
in mid-April the last service (17.00 from Cambridge, 18.13
from Gamlingay, 18.37 from Wimpole) didn’t seem to be
operating.
This is the only Sunday link to most of these villages; in fact
this is the only bus of any kind to reach Wimpole Hall
(renamed Wimpole Estate, it seems) at all – on weekdays and
in winter you’ll have to walk a mile from Arrington or a mile
and a half from Wimpole village.
When I sampled the service on a Sunday in mid-April there
were a dozen other passengers on board and half a dozen
bikes on the trailer – several with child seats. All but two of us
(and all but two bikes) left at Wimpole – one couple, one
parent and child, and a larger group of transatlantic origins,
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which may have pushed numbers up above the average. Some
were clearly coming here to walk rather than cycle; others
were presumably visiting the house and associated attractions.
I went to Waresley and explored to the west, finishing up at
Wimpole for the 16.07 bus back, which carried ten passengers
and three bikes (two of which were already on board). All three
cyclists disembarked on Barton Road, for what it’s worth –
seeing the numbers boarding at Cambridge station does not
give the full picture. In fact, by the standards of Sunday buses,
I’d say this was fairly well patronised and has a decent chance
of survival. Fares are reasonable: it’ll cost you £2 on top of
your ticket for an adult bike, and £1 for a child’s bike, single or
return.

By the standards of Sunday buses, I’d
say this was fairly well patronised and
has a decent chance of survival
The trailer has metal loops that are raised to hold the front
and rear of the bikes, which seems reasonably secure but not
as much as the racks on the front of many buses in North
America [see photos] and elsewhere in Europe – it’s also quite
a long walk for the driver every time a bike is loaded or
unloaded! For a commuter service this wouldn’t really work,
but for a weekend leisure service it’s fine.
All in all I was happy to see the bus being reasonably well
used by walkers and other passengers as well as by cyclists; if
this experiment is to become permanent it will need more
promotion, I think. I was glad to see that it is listed in the
regular journey planners and not ghettoised as a cycling
service.
Tim Burford

Map showing Bike Bus route. (Location of route and stops copied from leaflet produced by South Cambridgeshire District Council)
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Bus carrying a bike in Las
Vegas - a normal sight in most
American cities.

One bike left on the Bike-Bus
Explorer.

Wimpole Hall - the main destination for passengers on the BikeBus Explorer.

Parklife 2015 at Milton Country Park
On 19 July in Milton Country Park, Parklife 2015 is a free
family fun day encouraging visitors to be active outdoors,
which is also part of the Cambridgeshire Festival of Cycling.
In addition to canoeing, kayaking, fishing, archery, climbing
and boulder walls, and of course a bouncy castle, there’ll be
a range of bikes available for anyone to try out, including
cargo bikes, tricycles, tandems, family pedalabouts,
recumbents, penny-farthings, a bike bus, and a circular
‘conference cycle’. You Can Bike Too will be there too, with
their bikes for all abilities, and there’ll also be pedal-

powered Scalextric racing and a pedal-powered smoothiemaker. For existing cyclists, there will be free bike checks
and basic servicing by professional mechanics and the
opportunity to make contact with cycle training
professionals and cycling groups.
In addition, this year there will be a Rugby Zone, part of the
national Festival of Rugby that’s building up to this
autumn’s Rugby World Cup.
Tim Burford
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Collision in Romsey
Something happened to me last May while cycling in my own
street which has dented my confidence and made me question
whether the streets are safe to ride where I live.

Crash
It was early on a Friday evening and I was heading into
Cambridge to meet my wife for dinner. I was cycling briskly
down Thoday Street approaching Mill Road when I heard the
familiar sound of a motor vehicle behind me being driven hard
over the speed bumps in this 20mph street. The vehicle came
up very close behind me, I turned to look and saw three
people on the front seat of a van. I braked gently to slow
down as I wanted to stop and challenge the driver about the
way he was driving. He crashed into my back wheel causing it
to implode and my bike to stop. I did not fall over and was
uninjured. The front number plate of the van was hanging off
and the bumper may have been dislodged.

Scene
He was hostile towards me and said that I braked suddenly. I
denied that, saying that because he had crashed into the back
of me it was his fault and that any court would agree. At the
window of his van I explained that he was driving too close.
He turned to look at one of his passengers to support his
arguments but she looked away. I resisted moving my bike
from in front of the van until he accepted responsibility.
During this time a queue of cars built up behind the van and

The scene after the collision.

another driver appeared and threatened to call the police and
claim I was causing an obstruction.
I asked the van driver to call the police on his car ‘phone
which had a loudspeaker so we could both hear and talk to
them. The officer explained that in this case their statutory
duty had been met when we exchanged name and address
details; they said they were not going to attend and that it was
OK to move my bike, and that it was a civil matter as there
were no injuries.
I suggested to the driver that if he paid £50, that would cover
the damage and we could move on. He seemed horrified at the
idea that he should give me any money.

Proceedings
As I'm a member of CTC, the national cycling charity, I later
called their legal service and was sent a pack which explained
my options. I wrote to the driver holding him responsible and
demanding a payment of £150, which was the quotation I'd
received for the repair. I followed through by calling him and
had an unpleasant ten-minute conversation which ended with
him hanging up. He had offered to take my bike away to have
it fixed, but I explained that that was not acceptable to me. He
said that his insurance excess was £250 and so was not
covered by that.
I decided to initiate a small claim using the Court Service's
www.moneyclaim.gov.uk website, which cost £25. He respond-
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Public bike pumps
ed to them admitting partial liability. I refused to accept that
and so it was set to go to court. He did not respond to the
court's papers and so ultimately a judgment was issued
against him for £175.
The court advised me that there were four options remaining
open to enforce the judgment and make him pay. One did not
apply to amounts less than £600 and the others only worked if
he had employment or property, and seemed to require me
having knowledge about him.

Public bike pumps have been installed by the county council
at Peas Hill in Cambridge, as well as at the Swavesey and St
Ives Busway stops. If they prove to be popular it is hoped that
more pumps will be provided at strategic locations around
Cambridge and along commuter routes into the city.
Photos © Lucinda Price
Close-up of
pump at St Ives
Busway stop.

Stalling
I have now decided not to pursue the payment any further as I
think the balance of effort to reward has diminished below a
point where it is worth keeping on my agenda. I am satisfied
that a judgment has been made against him, and that that now
appears on a register (I paid £10 to check that), which I think
will affect his credit rating. The cost of postage (e.g. for
recorded delivery items) and photocopying was around £15,
which means this affair has cost me £200 in total. I am very
grateful for the advice of a barrister friend who has helped me
understand the options and proofread my letters.

Hostile
The narrow streets of North Romsey can be quite unpleasant
places to walk or cycle. Unfortunately, people have taken to
leaving their cars on the footways and the remainder is taken
up with parked bikes and bins. Cycling with the flow can be
unpleasant because of impatient driving and this incident is an
extreme example of that. Cycling against the one-way flow
can be more pleasant as quite often the traffic yields and is
sometimes accompanied by a friendly wave from the driver.
However, other drivers see contra-flow cyclists as being illegal
(as they currently are in some of the streets) and barge down
the road as though they are not there, resulting in risky
situations.

There is something about these streets
that makes some drivers think they can
speed and behave aggressively
I've witnessed impatient behaviour between drivers too,
indeed it is not uncommon in these streets. Even though there
are quite sharp speed bumps and a long-established 20mph
limit, there is something about these streets that makes some
drivers think they can speed and behave aggressively. The
tools for challenging that behaviour seem weak and limited.
Some of the streets are being converted to two-way cycling,
although that has been a long and drawn out process. The
police seemed to be totally uninterested in this collision and I
can see why, because there were no independent witnesses.
However, now that there is a judgment against the driver my
side is strengthened and perhaps if there were, for instance,
options to ban him from driving for a month or two, then he
might be persuaded to pay up.
Simon Nuttall

Pump at Peas Hill, Cambridge.
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Study Tour to Assen, Netherlands
Applications closing now

Our planned itinerary:

For more information: contact@camcycle.org.uk

Please note this is subject to amendment as we finalise plans and
take into account availability and the requirements of attendees.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign welcomes expressions of
interest in attending a three-day study tour to explore Assen,
the capital of the ‘Cycling Province’ Drenthe in the
Netherlands. Places are limited and must be booked soon.

Date

Activity

Notes

Our previous tours to the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark
have offered significant insights into the qualities and
infrastructure that are essential to a successful cycling city.
This year, we are delighted to join hosts David and Judith
Hembrow once again for three days of bicycle-led fact-finding
throughout Assen and Groningen.

18 June,
19.30

Depart
Cambridge

Take train to Harwich then
overnight ferry to Hoek van
Holland followed by train to
Assen

19 June,
12.00

Arrive Assen

Check into accommodation, hire
bikes and commence tour

Already having high levels of cycling, we believe that
Cambridge should be a leading example in cycling provision.
With the large number of developments being planned in and
around Cambridge, this timely and enlightening tour could be
pivotal in guiding cycling investment decisions to ensure a
high standard of cycling infrastructure that meets long-term
requirements and avoids wasteful retrofits.

19, 20, 21,
June

Continue Tour

Tour will be by bicycle; however
distances will be relatively short

21 June,
18.32

Depart Assen

Train to Hoek van Holland
followed by overnight ferry to
Harwich and train to Cambridge

The tour will explore many aspects of good cycling
infrastructure as we experience:

22 June,
09.39

Arrive
Cambridge

•

separate cycle lanes

•

on-road lanes that emphasise cycling over driving

•

cycle lanes to and through the city centre and
residential areas

•

railway station cycle parking – Groningen Station has
parking for 10,000 bikes

•

morning and afternoon school runs – some children
cycle up to 40km to school

•

Dutch cycling style and culture

•

examples of what not to do and the problems that
can arise.

The Campaign has funds available for sponsorship where
relevant. Please get in touch to find out more.
Roxanne De Beaux

Total trip cost £400 - £450 (depending on travel and
accommodation choices).
Includes travel, tour, B&B accommodation. Other meals,
snacks, drinks and entertainment are not included.
Option: Bring your own bike or hire one in Assen.

2008 study tour in Assen on Groningerstraat, a road of similar
width to Gilbert Road in Cambridge.

Cycle rides
Do you cycle around Cambridge and fancy going a bit
further? If so, why not come for a ride with CTC Cambridge?
We hold up to six rides a week in the countryside around
Cambridge, and know all the prettiest and quietest routes.
Our rides are sociable, non-competitive and moderatelypaced, and always include refreshment stops. Non-CTC
members are welcome to come and try us out. See our
calendar of rides at www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for full
details. All rides are graded to give an indication of speed
and distance so you should be able to find a ride which
suits you. If you're unsure, our twice-monthly Saturday
morning rides are a great way to start. Nigel Deakin
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Campaign Diary
Monthly meetings

City and County Council committees

The Campaign's monthly general meeting is held in the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane on the first Tuesday of
each month. Business starts at 8.00pm, with tea and coffee
from 7.30pm, and a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members. The agenda includes
opportunities to discuss current issues and planning matters.
Sometimes there is a speaker.

Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often
include cycling and walking issues. Development Control
Forum and Joint Development Control Committee meetings,
which determine the Planning Applications relating to the
major housing development proposals for the Cambridge
sub-region, are also open to the public. The Development
Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings also often cover
walking/cycling/transport issues.

Next meetings: 2 June; 7 July; 4 August

20th Anniversary Celebrations
Tuesday 16 June Twenty years since the Campaign's
inaugural meeting in 1995. Please meet us in front of the
Guildhall at 6pm for a group ride followed by a picnic
celebration. Details will be provided on Twitter (@camcycle
#camcycle20), our website and with an email to members.
Sunday 21 June Painting competition deadline (see page 5).

Bicycle wheel-building workshop
Saturday 27 June This is a practical course where you learn
how to build strong and durable bicycle wheels. Master a
new skill in a controlled supportive environment. Places
restricted to ensure high student-teacher ratio. All equipment
provided. More information and enrolment:
www.cambridgewheelbuilding.co.uk

Newsletter dates
There are several opportunities for members to help with the
newsletter. One is by writing articles, taking photos and
providing other illustrations. There is advice about this and
style guidelines on our website
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/guidelines.html .

Information on dates and venues is on
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/ and minutes of meetings
are also available. Agendas are usually online there about a
week in advance. Please check the website in case meetings
have been cancelled or times or venues changed.
Cambridge City Joint Area Committee administered by
Cambridgeshire County Council. Next meeting: 14 July,
4.30pm, Kreis Viersen Room, Shire Hall, Cambridge CB3 0AP.
Development Control Forum: usually on a Wednesday at
10.00am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next
meetings: 10 June; 8 July; 12 August.
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee: usually on a
Tuesday at 4.30pm in Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next meeting:
16 June.
East Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 7.00pm in the
Meeting Room - Cherry Trees Day Centre. Next meeting: 2
July.
Greater Cambridge City Deal Executive Board administered
by South Cambridgeshire District Council. Next meetings: 18
June at 2.00pm, Guildhall, Cambridge; 4 August.

Copy deadline for Newsletter 121 August-September 2015:
Sunday 21 June

Greater Cambridge City Deal Joint Assembly administered by
South Cambridgeshire District Council. Next meetings: 15
July at 2.00pm, South Cambridgeshire Hall, Cambourne.

Volunteers are also needed to help put newsletters into
envelopes and then to deliver them. If you might be able to
assist, please contact Lisa Woodburn (via
contact@camcycle.org.uk) who co-ordinates this. Stuffing of
the newsletter is usually on the last Tuesday or Wednesday
of the month before the newsletter appears.

Joint Development Control Committee - Cambridge Fringes:
usually a Wednesday at 10.30am in Committee Room 1 & 2 Guildhall. Next meetings: 17 June; 15 July.

Newsletter meetings: These are held every two months,
shortly after the newsletter has appeared, to discuss the most
recent issue and plan the next one. They are held at 5.30pm
in Grads Café on the 3rd floor of the University Centre. The
next one is likely to be on Monday 8 June.

#CamRideHome
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday of the
month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane. They tour part
of the city at a steady pace, returning to the pub for a drink
an hour later. Led by Ben Hayward Cycles. CamRideHome is a
ride aimed at encouraging safe commuting. Experienced
riders, riding around the urban cycle network with those less
experienced, passing on hints and tips on riding, clothing,
lights, interacting with other users. Explore the network, find
treasures of Cambridge outside your usual radar!

North Area Committee: usually a Thursday at 6.30pm. Next
meeting: 11 June, Buchan Street Community Centre.
Planning Committee: usually a Wednesday at 9.30am in
Committee Room 1 & 2 - Guildhall. Next meetings: 3 June; 1
July; 5 August.
South Area Committee: usually a Monday at 7.00pm. Next
meeting: 29 June, Cherry Hinton Village Leisure Centre,
Colville Road, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge CB1 9EJ.
West Central Area Committee: usually a Wednesday at
7.00pm. Next meeting: 8 July (provisional), Wesley Methodist
Church, Christ's Pieces, Cambridge CB1 1LG.
Monica Frisch
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline to
promote events or activities where helmets or high-visibility
clothing are required or implied.

.
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Reach Ride 2015

Reach Riders heading out of town.

Mayor Gerri Bird on the approach to Reach fair with her team of
councillors.

Assembling in front of the Guildhall.

Having taken on the task of organising this year's Reach Ride,
bank holiday Monday found me up early to get the Campaign's
stall bike out of storage and down to the Market Square
before anyone else turned up. However, it turned out that if
you say '9.00am for 9.30 departure' you'll get people arriving
before 8.30 . . .

less grand entrance than planned, but everyone was happy.
The mayor and councillors headed off to the village hall to
change, while I headed off to park and meet with our
chairman.

Among the early arrivals were the team from You Can Bike
Too, there to deliver the mayor's transport. We were soon
joined by Mayor Gerri Bird and her team of councillors who
would be pedalling her to the fair. As the crowd gathered,
there was time for a photo shoot with Cambridge News.
Flags were handed out and as departure approached I decided
it was time to welcome everyone and give a briefing - only to
see the mayor on the other side of the square already heading
out, keen to get to the fair, with many people following. So,
quickly packing up, I ended up forming a rearguard, chatting
away happily as I went. I was very grateful for the assistance
when the stall bike had a minor mechanical problem.
On the way I rode with families merrily making the journey,
some who'd been before but many for the first time . . . but no
sign of the mayor. At the agreed rendezvous . . . no one. But I
was early. A call was made which confirmed that she wasn't
already at the fair, so I and a few others waited. Sure enough,
the mayoral party had rested at the railway bridge. They then
appeared, all smiles, so we set off on the final stretch into the
fair. With most people already having arrived it was a slightly

A team led by Tom set to work putting Campaign 'thank you'
flyers on the handlebars of every bike they could find - I hope
that this leads to a few new members joining us. Robin, our
chairman, headed off to further reaches of the fair to post
more flyers and to count saddles, finding over 800. Not
everyone had ridden from Cambridge - quite a few came from
the surrounding villages, with some very enthusiastic riders
coming all the way from Kings Lynn.
With the day being fine and there having been no return
briefing, the ride home was rather more spread out. I left with
friends some time after 2.00pm, joining a fairly steady stream
of riders on the roads and paths out across the fens and into
town.
All in all, it was a grand day out and the mayor says she did
enjoy taking part in the tradition of travelling to the fair by
bike. Thanks to You Can Bike Too and Marshalls Group for
making that possible, to the Reach Fair committee for
organising the bike parking, and to everyone who came along.
Special thanks also to Simon for all the work he's done over
the years to create an institution. I hope to see you all there
next year.
Al Storer

